
Andrew Lansley—the
Conservative
alternative?

Andrew Lansley is the conservative shadow
secretary of state for health. This could be a
difficult job in which to establish a high
profile at present. However as the election
approaches it is increasingly important that
there is an alternative to government policies,
which sometimes seem to create more
problems than they solve. We met Andrew
Lansley at Portcullis House in Westminster,
and were impressed by his easy approachable
manner and the wide knowledge of health
issues he displayed without the protection of
official minders and prompters that often
accompany politicians. He is 47 and comes
from a civil service background. He has been
MP for South Cambridgeshire since 1997, so
Addenbrooke’s and Papworth Hospitals are
both within his constituency.

How did you get the Health
portfolio?
Well there was a change when Michael
Howard became leader and I volun-
teered for Health as it was a subject I
had been involved in. I had been
married to a GP so I knew quite a bit
about the process of being a junior
doctor and becoming a GP. When I first
came to Parliament I was on the Health
committee and got involved with issues
like child health services and the Bristol
report. I had my own debate in the
House on nurses’ pay and am interested
in the Human Tissue Bill as there are
issues around that and Addenbrooke’s
Hospital. I think Health would be an
intensely difficult subject to take
responsibility for if you didn’t have
previous knowledge. Of course I imme-
diately learnt in November that there
was still an awful lot to learn. You need

to have enough knowledge to ask the
right questions to start off with and
then you can work with people.

What do you think are the
challenges facing emergency
medicine in particular?
It seems that the biggest challenge we
have is the very large increases in
demand for emergency services and to
some extent we don’t know why this is
happening. If we are not careful a very
large part of NHS activity is going to end
up at our A&E front doors and is not
going to be managed in the community
in the way that was previously expected.
It will not fit into tidy boxes and some of
the neat arrangements we make about
commissioning are going to go out of
the window. I know that in the fore-
front of thinking among GPs is mana-
ging demand of their patient list in such
a way that they know why people are
fetching up at A&E. We have got to get
away from the idea that primary care

can just shuffle its problems off onto the
A&E department. I think the new
arrangements for out of hours would
create a logical starting point for creat-
ing a new commissioning structure for
emergency care. With foundation hos-
pitals, if we are not careful, we will end
up with organisational disconnection
between the acute sector and primary
care that we can’t afford to have
happen.

What will the Conservatives do
about NHS Direct, GP out of hours
care, and foundation hospitals
when you are in power?
I think the evidence for NHS direct at
the moment shows some clear benefits
particularly for young men and also
young families. What worries me
though is that the NHS Direct software
does not work the same way that GPs
manage risk and is not the way, in the
long run, that we should be managing
patients in the community. It doesn’t
take the ‘‘common things happen com-
monly’’ approach. It tends to start with
the worst possible scenario and if we
can’t exclude that then whisk them off
to A&E.

The GP contract is a good contract
and we have to live with some of the
consequences of it. I think the purpose
of the out of hours service is to provide a
service consistent with the way GPs
manage their patients, but at night;
otherwise you will have problems in
A&E particularly at weekends. We need
the out of hours service to work at
night and GPs to feel they have owner-
ship of it. You may say that’s a principle
rather than a policy, but I think the
Department of Health should annun-
ciate the principle and let PCTs pause
for thought before they design out of
hours services that offend against that
principle.
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The situation on foundation hospitals
got confused last year. Although we
opposed the Bill, this was because the
freedoms offered to foundation hospi-
tals were not sufficient, but now it is all
much more straight forward. I have
written to all chief executives setting
out some ways in which we would like
to increase the financial freedom foun-
dation hospitals will have. We would
give support to all hospitals that wish to
become foundation hospitals at the
earliest possible time, as long as they
have the financial strength and man-
agement to carry it through. Having two
kinds of hospital is not where we want
to be. We would want to get out of that
as quickly as we could after the election.

Will the Conservative Party
remain keen on minor injuries
units?
I suppose we are temperamentally
inclined to do so because many of us
represent rural constituencies and we
are very aware of the loss of access to
service if a minor injury unit shuts.
Minor injury units are very often the
only way you can keep an accessible
service in the community. It may be that
there will be a sort of A&E led joint
arrangement with A&E outreach ser-
vices covering large areas especially at
night.

What are your views on the four
hour target and the whole target
culture?
It would be wrong to say that targets
came in with the Labour government—
they were beginning to come in before
1997. As far as the four hour target is
concerned my experience is that it
generally hasn’t tended to distort clin-
ical practice. There are other targets that
have. Targets should become something
that are generated internally, set by your
board so that you are accountable to
your board for delivering them; so we
want to get rid of the target culture.
Having some system of incentives is
good for performance management but
I think your Emergency Care Network in
a given area is going to have to devise its
own performance management cri-
teria—I don’t think the Department of
Health is the best place for that.

Do you think perhaps the
Chancellor of the Exchequer is
more important to the NHS than
the Secretary of State for Health?
I think if the Chancellor is not prepared
to back reforms to the NHS it is almost
impossible to do. Certainly Gordon Brown
has put in more money, but there is so
little evidence of it producing appropriate
change. It seems that every year there is a

new set of reasons why all the money gets
gobbled up before there is anything left
for change, and we have got to break out
of that. Oliver Letwin has told us we are
going to have serious investment in the
NHS under the next Conservative govern-
ment and this needs to be allied to setting
the system free to respond.

So if the Conservatives win next
year….
When! The big issue now is reforming
public services and setting them free so
that people who have enterprise and
innovation inside the British public
services are given exactly the same kind
of free rein that British industry was
given in the 1980s. The direction of
travel is not something the NHS need be
anxious about, because many of the
things that people are currently invest-
ing in, like patient choice, moving
towards the NHS tariff, electronic
patient records, we can build on those.
The points we have been making about
focusing on standards instead of central
control, and commissioning on patient
pathways rather on an organisation
basis—these are complementary to
what much of the best work has been
about. They are an extension of it and I
hope not one that people in the NHS
will be alarmed about.

Consultant appointments April to May 2004. The information for the consultant appointments is provided by the Faculty
and any errors should be notified to them and not the journal

Name Hospital Previous post

T Bentley Royal Infirmary, Stoke on Trent SpR, West Midlands
Ajay K Chawla Scunthorpe General Hospital SpR, Yorkshire
Nasreen Contractor Tameside General Hospital Locum consultant, North Western
Victoria Goodwin Prince Charles Hospital SpR, Wales
Yasmeen A Hasnain Stoke Mandeville Hospital SpR, North East Thames
Mary Kerins King’s College Hospital, London Locum consultant, South Thames
Stewart H McMorran Kettering General Hospital SpR, Oxford
Justine Newstone Aintree Hospital SpR, North Western
Rajan Raghupati Nevill Hall Hospital Locum consultant, Gwent
Dean Shipsey North Tyneside General Hospital SpR, Northern
John G Sutherland Northampton General Hospital SpR, East Anglia
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A&E SHO and ALS
provider?

In February 2004 we successfully deliv-
ered the first new style modular ALS
course to a group of A&E SHOs and
medical SHOs at St Mary’s Hospital.
Approval to run this first pilot modular
ALS course was given by the
Resuscitation Council (UK), and feed-
back will be provided to the ALS
subcommittee. Opportunities to run
similar courses will depend on the
subcommittee approving this style of
course delivery. The impetus for this was
to maximise opportunities for dynamic
learning within the local context and
reduce the impact on service delivery of
SHOs taking whole study days. There is
good research evidence that this style of
course delivery facilitates high candi-
date achievement. Of further benefit
was the ability to utilise dedicated
induction slots in the first month of
the job to deliver the accredited ALS
course. The result is that all our SHOs
(and some medical SHOs) are ALS
providers within four weeks of starting.

The programme consists of four half
days running from 8am until 12.30
except for the first day when the
programme finishes at 1.15. The ses-
sions utilise the new format of the ALS
so lectures are a minimum (four), there
is a group discussion of ethics and then
the standard ALS workshops on
arrhythmias, fluids, and electrolytes
and so on.

The course was run at minimal cost
(each participant paying £100), and
there were no overheads as faculty was
drawn from local instructors. We used a
total of 12 instructors, which allowed
some flexibility to cover unforeseen
circumstances in the department. This

also spread the load as the workshops
are intensive. However the feedback
from all instructors was that the course
was very enjoyable and rewarding,
particularly to help to get to know our
new SHOs. Instructors included cardiac
nurses, RTOs, medical and anaesthetic
consultants, and SpR colleagues as well
as the Resuscitation Council educator.

Candidates generally felt it very use-
ful; of particular value was the shared
learning with SHOs in other specialties,
approval for ‘‘doctor only’’ courses, and
the fact that there were the evenings
between modules. Some participants
returned to the department for a short
shift, some were able to go home and
relax. The rota was adjusted so that no
locums were required over and above
those we would book to cover early
morning sessions anyway so net cost to
the department was minimal.

Main cautionary notes include:

N The impact on consultant time in
the department—although with the
number of consultant instructors we
are blessed with in our department
(five), we could cover both course
and department, it is relatively inten-
sive for any one individual.

N Getting the names of medical SHOs
joining the trust in advance from the
deanery proved the most difficult—
this limited the registration process
with the Resuscitation Council and
shortened the time the candidates
had to read the manual. However all
candidates successfully completed
the course.

N Timing the course for the first week
in March may allow a little more
breathing space, but the early deliv-
ery of the course was greatly appre-
ciated by the participants.

N Keeping the course small (16 or
fewer) meant excellent educational
timing and allows some flexibility of
timings particularly on testing.

For further details, please contact:
ruth.brown@st-marys.nhs.uk or david.
toresen@st-marys.nhs.uk

IAN BULLOCK
Senior Research and Development Fellow,

Quality Improvement Programme, RCN Institute

RUTH BROWN
Emergency Medicine Consultant, St Mary’s

Hospital, Paddington

An unsatisfactory consultation

We have been called to the office of the director of finance for our trust. Our offices
have no windows but he has a fine view of the graveyard opposite the hospital. We
need to discuss the fact that our costs in the emergency department are very high:
137% of the national index. We must realise that we are endangering the future of
the hospital and its star ratings. What are we going to do about it?

We ask how they can be sure our costs are high since our staffing levels are
certainly not generous. We are given a large printout showing that our unit costs for
many conditions are far more than everyone else’s. We select a fairly simple one at
random—patients brought in dead. Our costs are £51 per patient, the national unit
cost is £32. How can that be? We like to think we are sympathetic and kind to
relatives but £19 buys an awful lot of tea and biscuits. Don’t be silly, we are told,
some of that will be overhead costs. But that’s not under our control, really is it? It’s
not our fault if the heating system is inefficient. The director of finance shuffles papers
on his desk. He picks up his pen and waves it around. The pen is a well recognised
phallic power symbol, but if he was taught that in his management training courses
he has chosen to forget it now. We are told firmly that we are expected to manage
our budget responsibly. But these figures are just made up aren’t they? A complete
guess? Do they have any idea at all what our true costs really are? Are all the
hospital’s overheads just being dumped onto the A&E budget?

His phone rings—it seems it is a call from someone important. We find ourselves
ejected from his office with a warning that they will be keeping a very close eye on
our financial position in the future.

To contact the editors:

Mike Beckett and Diana Hulbert,
Accident and Emergency, West Middlesex
University Hospital, Twickenham Road,
Isleworth, Middlesex TW7 6AF (tel 020
8565 5486; fax 020 8565 2516, email
cjura@bmjgroup.com).
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Round up of forum
news from FASSGEM
The ongoing issue of ‘‘non-consultant
career grade’’ restructuring and the prob-
lems surrounding remuneration for non-
consultant career grades was recently
discussed at a meeting between the
President of BAEM and the Minister of
Health. Following this BAEM have
been given strongly worded ministerial
assurances that addressing the prob-
lems which surround working terms
and conditions (and remuneration) for
non-consultant career grades will be
made a priority by the Department of
Health (with the specific issues that
relate to the acute specialties being
highest on the agenda for review).

Following the recent failure of the
Doctors and Dentists Pay Review Body
to recognise the inequalities which exist
in staff grade and associate specialist
pay (yet again!), it has been decided
(by the FASSGEM Representatives
Committee) to mount a second mail
campaign to demonstrate the strength
of feeling that exists about this parti-
cular problem to the Department of
Health. All FASSGEM members should
be receiving a mailshot through the post
with a letter to complete and return
through their regional representatives.

All completed letters will be presented
(personally) as a petition to the Minister
of Health (with a strongly worded
request that corrective action is taken).

The current debate surrounding the
implementation of ‘‘Modernising
Medical Careers’’ has inevitably caused
a degree of uncertainty and therefore
there has been a delay in the com-
mencement of BMA led formal discus-
sions to identify how reforms to the
non-consultant career grade structure
can be brought about.

The FASSGEM Spring meeting held
in Weston-Super-Mare was a great
success. (The day was fully subscribed.)
The programme consisted of clinical
education presentations (largely inter-
reactive) with a self assessment element
built in. The post-course feedback indi-
cated a very high degree of satisfaction
with the event suggesting that this
format would be a suitable one to use
for future Spring meetings. It is unfor-
tunate that not everyone who wished
to attend could be given a place due to
the limited capacity in the hotel; how-
ever, with the expectation of a similar
degree of support in the future, we can
look to hold a bigger event next year.

Plans for the Annual Conference are
now very well advanced; because the
conference is being held in London it is
imperative that those wishing to attend

the conference register a booking as
soon as possible.

The draft programme for the conference
includes the following key note speakers:

N Professor Sir George Alberti: Emer-
gency Services Tsar

N Martin Shalley: consultant in A&E
and President BAEM

N Will Hughes: Royal Navy Rescue Service

N Alison Jones: Guy’s Hospital Poisons
Unit

N Ed Glucksman: consultant in A&E

N George Fermie: forensic medical
examiner MDDUS

N Jenny Hughes: consultant dermatol-
ogist

N Julian Eden: diving medicine specialist

N Neil Frazer: Chelsea Football Club

N Professor Van Dellen: professor in
neurosurgery

N Lindsay Stevens: consultant in A&E

N Umraz Khan: consultant plastic sur-
geon

A conference booking form can be
downloaded from the FASSGEM web-
site at www.fassgem.org.uk.

ANDREW NEWTON
Chair of FASSGEM (Forum for Associate

Specialists and Staff Grades in Emergency
Medicine); apnewton@fairviewshipham.fsnet.

co.uk
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